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During the REU (Researh Experienes for Undergraduates) observation ampaign atCTIO (Cerro Tololo Inter-Amerian Observatory) in February 2004, the VSNET alert7982 by Pojmanski was reeived, indiating the outburst of a new eruptive star (withdesignation ASAS 153616-0839.1) in Libra. Light urves taken all over the world re-vealed that the objet showed periodi variability with probably inreasing period (Kiy-ota, 2004), whih ould thus been interpreted as growing superhumps with a �nal periodof Psh = 0:06501(3) d (Kato, 2004).We observed the objet in low resolution with the R-C spetrograph at the 1.5m tele-sope at CTIO, see Table 1 for the details. Standard data redution was performed withIRAF inluding bias and at�eld orretion and wavelength alibration. The standardstar HR3454 has been used to orret for the instrument urve. The spetra have a res-olution of 1.5 nm and over the range of 370{970 nm. Sine we did not �nd variations inthe spetra (apart from the inreasing brightness), we averaged them to inrease the S/N.All subsequent analysis of the data has been done using MIDAS.In Fig. 1, the average spetrum of the two nights is plotted. Note that the ux valuesshould be taken as relative values only, the absolute ux alibration is just a roughestimate. The spetrum is given as observed, without orretion for interstellar reddening.It shows a very blue ontinuum, with the harateristi dwarf nova lines (hydrogen and
Table 1: Observational details of the individual spetra.

Date UT start Exp-time [s℄2004-02-09 08:25:57.5 9002004-02-09 08:42:09.4 9002004-02-10 07:40:11.9 9002004-02-10 08:56:04.4 900
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Figure 1. The spetrum is dominated by a very blue ontinuum and the hydrogen lines in absorption.The feature at � = 418 nm is due to a CCD artefat. The spetrum thus on�rms the lassi�ation as adwarf nova in outburst.
helium) present as broad absorption features, indiating an optially thik dis of hightemperature.We have tried to �t a �� power law to the blue part of the spetrum, leaving outthe line features, and determined � = �4:5(2). The spetral energy distribution is thusmuh bluer than expeted for a steady state dis; for omparison, Lynden{Bell (1969)alulates the maximum slope to be ��7=3. Furthermore, the �t showed learly that asingle power law is not suÆient to �t even the blue slope of the ontinuum. This is notsurprising, if we assume the system to be of SUUMa type. The superhump during theoutburst phase gives an additional blue ontribution to the ontinuum, whih is thus nolonger dis dominated.To hek for other, weaker lines and in searh for emission features, we normalised thespetrum using high order splines. A part of this normalised spetrum is plotted in Fig. 2.The emission ore of H� is learly visible in the broad absorption trough, as is emissionof He II at 468.6 nm blended with the Bowen emission feature at 464 nm. He I is presentin absorption at � = 402:6 nm (outside plotted range), 447.1 nm, 492.1 nm (barely visiblein the red ank of H�) and 667.8 nm. A broad emission feature entred on 584 nm isprobably aused by C IV/N IV blended with He I and the nearby NaD line in absorption.The half width of this emission feature is about 3400 km/s indiating that the origin ofthese highly ionised lines either lies in the boundary layer between the aretion dis andthe white dwarf surfae or at least in the very inner region of the aretion dis. TheFWHM and the equivalent width of the main absorption features are given in Table 2.We have ompared our spetrum to those of other dwarf novae in outburst. Mennikentet al. (2002) published an analysis of V592Her during its outburst in August 1998 andtheir average spetrum looks very similar to ours. However, it shows a slightly less blue
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Figure 2. In the normalised spetrum, the weak lines like H�, He I (447.1 nm), He II (468.6 nm)blended with Bowen-blend, or N IV/C IV(583 nm) blended with NaD in absorption beome moreapparent. The line at � = 628:3 nm is of atmospheri origin.
ontinuum (� = 3:50(1)), the absorption lines are narrower, and emission ores of He I arefound in the absorption troughs. This behaviour an be explained with ASAS 153616-0839having a higher temperature and thus a thiker dis.Similar spetra have also been obtained of WZSge during the �rst days of its super-outburst in 2001 (Nogami & Iijima, 2004). Exept for the double{peaked line{pro�le ofHe II and H�, whose separation of 780 km/s would be below the detetion limit of ourresolution, and the absene of He II at 541.1 nm in our spetrum, their average spetrumfrom day 1{5 resembles the spetrum of ASAS 153616-0839. However, the spetra ofWZSge evolved very rapidly during the outburst. After day 5, emission ores beamevisible for H� and later also for the other blue Balmer lines as well as for He I, while theemission features of He II and N IV/C IV disappeared. The similarity to the �rst spetrawould thus indiate that our observations have been taken during the beginning of thesuper-outburst. This is onsistent with the photometri observations, as the superhumpswere still evolving in this epoh.To summarise this investigation, we would like to state that the spetra of ASAS 153616-0839 on�rm its photometri lassi�ation as a atalysmi variable of SUUMa type.Although rather blue, they are onsistent with spetra observed during early outburstphases of similar systems. The FWHM of the lines indiate that the system is seen athigh inlination. As it has not been known before the outburst, but should be reasonablybright also in quiesene, it will present an interesting objet for further studies.
Table 2: The full width of half maximum and the equivalent width (both in nm) are listed for the mainabsorption lines in the spetrum.

H9 H8 H� HÆ H H� He I 402.6 He I 447.1 Na DFWHM 2.38 2.92 3.03 4.06 4.13 5.75 1.03 2.45 2.18W 0.22 0.40 0.47 0.99 0.72 0.79 0.015 0.088 0.071
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